system analogy into a mode of non-sequential, systemic reading, and applies this heuristic to Fascicle 33 as a model for elucidating the relation between poems in other fascicles.
It is only since the early 1980s that the fascicles' order and sequence has even been widely available; they were disassembled in the late nineteenth century by her first editor, Mabel Loomis Todd. After editor Ralph Franklin took on the massive project of reconstructing the fascicles' original sequence in the 1960s and 70s, he concluded that no artistry guided their construction: "they were private documents with practical uses, gatherings of convenience for poems finished or unfinished" (17) . He bases this assertion on his analysis of the fascicle's material construction, including the way that the poems fall on the sheets, and the fact that they rarely exceed sheet boundaries.
3 He does, however, concede that there may be a more subtle aesthetic principle guiding the sequences, something more "global than linear" (19) . Even before the publication of his The Manuscript Books of Emily Dickinson (1981) , there had been various attempts to find this so-called subtle structure. 4 Since then, they have proliferated. One popular approach has been to identify relations across poems within fascicles without making specific claims about their aesthetic unity, while others have continued to devise intricate interpretations to argue for their aesthetic unity while allowing for complexity. Sharon Cameron troubles this debate by arguing that the fascicles do have an aesthetic unity, but that-paradoxically-their aesthetic is a resistance to aesthetics: Dickinson's sequences subvert conventional notions of sequence, relation, and meaning. Alexandra Socarides develops Cameron's poetics of resistance by devoting more specific attention to the material production of the fascicles, ultimately arguing that they were guided by a loose construction: "attention to the sheet renders the poems as much more loosely tied together (into pairs and clusters) than current readings of them as narratives or sequence permit" (14) .
Published in 2016, Emily Dickinson's Poems: As She Preserved Them-the first complete reading edition of Dickinson's poems to be published since Franklin's-reflects the latest paradigm in Dickinson's editorial history. The edition's title implies an allegiance to Dickinson's own aesthetic intention, or at least her preservation intentions. For the first time a reader's edition invites the consideration of Dickinson's poems as they appear on sheets and in fascicles. I agree with Socarides and other scholars who read the sheets as the primary significant unit, both because of their material construction and because of thematic and formal unities that many sheets exhibit. But attention to the sheets to the exclusion of attention to the fascicles as unified systems detracts from the interpretive possibilities. In fact, in certain instances, the organization of individual sheets can only be fully apprehended in the context of their fascicle. Now that Dickinson's poems are available "as she preserved them," new opportunities for appreciating their construction can be opened up by visualizing and interpreting them as planetary systems.
A number of scholars (see Robin Peel, James Guthrie, Paul Giles, and Brad Ricca) have analyzed ways that concepts and vocabulary from the developing field of astronomy made their way into Dickinson's poems, but so far only Rosenthal and Gall's study has suggested that astronomical concepts might help readers interpret the relationships between poems in the fascicles. They argue that the individual poems are "revelatory, magnetic centers in themselves. Their relation to other poems in their respective fascicles is like that within a planetary system: a process of tensions and countertensions in motion, self-contained yet not rigid" (48-49). The analogy of a planetary system allows a non-sequential interpretation of fascicles that is attendant to a wide range of formal and thematic elements that may draw certain poems together. Denison Olmsted's An introduction to astronomy (one of the four books on astronomy in the Dickinson family library) defines gravity as that "influence by which every body in the universe, whether great or small, tends towards every other, with a force which is directly as the quantity of matter, and inversely as the square of the distance" (90). In the case of Fascicle 33, the force of gravity between the poems is imposed both by formal preoccupations (for example, a series of apostrophes, or poems to an absent addressee) as well as recurring themes (in particular, the romantic trope of lovers apart). The relationships suggested by these formal or thematic connections are not arbitrary or incidental, but they are also not stable or rigidly fixed. Just as, when viewing planets, we perceive an "apparent change of place which bodies undergo by being viewed from different points" (Olmsted 28) , the relationship between different poems may reorient from different parts of the fascicle. Figure 1 , which shows the full system of Fascicle 33, represents the individual poems as circles, organized in proximity to other poems relative to their thematic and formal affinities. The size of each circle is determined by relative stanza length. While undoubtedly an imperfect proxy for relative intensity, length does reflect how much physical space each poem takes up in the fascicle. In the case of Fascicle 33 specifically, one long central poem-"I cannot live with You -"-dominates both the formal and thematic preoccupations of the system; thus, stanza length works well as a proxy for diagramming Fascicle 33, but one might revise the key or diagramming system for fascicles that coalesced around other formal qualities.
Additionally, in the Fascicle 33 diagram, the circles are either filled-in black or empty; the filled-in circles represent poems that constitute the central drama of the fascicle: those addressed to a distant lover and those that narrate, reflect on, and consider the terms of such a relationship. 5 The empty circles represent poems that do not participate directly but instead perform other kinds of speech. Finally, the diagram is numbered to indicate the poem's position within the fascicle: [Sheet #]. [# within Sheet] , as an attempt not to substitute or complement the Franklin or Johnson numbering systems, but to provide a neat and easily reproducible label.
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Here is one speculative scheme of the system: As figured in the diagram, three poems-each of which directly addresses an absent figure-together form the center of the fascicle. These three poems consider the "Legacy of Love" and the "Boundaries of Pain" left behind by an absent addressee. This addressee himself grapples with heavenly love, a love for which the speaker also strives but in a more fraught and conflicted fashion. Across the system, this love for "heaven" (a word whose many senses resonate throughout the fascicle) is contrasted with the earthly love between the two. The other poems weigh the joys and sustenance of love lived from afar against its potential pitfalls, including blinding lovers to harsh realities of existence: death, pain, loss, and disappointment. They portray the seductive but problematic fiction of addressthe promise that words might bridge distance. These poems learn and re-learn the bittersweet wisdom that allows one to renounce such fictions and thereby navigate the joys and vicissitudes of love without succumbing to romantic fantasy. Fascicle 33 functions differently as a system than many other fascicles might because of its central poem's, "I cannot live with You -" (3.1), large matter. This poem dominates the fascicle and draws many of the other poems close into its drama. It addresses directly an unnamed figure (perhaps a lover) who is, at least for the foreseeable future, distant, either literally or figuratively. The poem meditates on this separation, carefully enumerating why that separation is necessary; Sharon Cameron calls the poem a "catechism," but a catechism of renunciation that is "deeply resonant with the presence of what has been given up" (LT 78). Mostly, the speaker cannot live with the addressee because she cannot die with the addressee ("I could not die -with You -") and because she cannot balance the secular love she feels for the speaker with her love for God: These two stanzas evince certain ways in which this poem is formally unusual for Dickinson, aside from its length. Patterns of rhyme and rhythm change constantly throughout. End-rhyme is highly irregular: at times, rhymes land forcefully within the structure of rhythm; at other times, rhymes are hidden within the lines. In the lines above, after the enjambment has softened the rhyme of "Face" and "Grace," the poem moves into iambs that land definitively on by. If this inconsistency in formal structure brings the poem closer to the irregularity of non-poetic speech, the intimacy of its tone is also heightened by the way that sentences interrupt themselves and ask rhetorical questions, imparting a sense of spontaneity. It is as though we are there at the moment of the poem's thinkingthrough, as when the speaker asks, "And I -could I stand by / And see 
Rather than indulging the fiction of apostrophe-the notion that writing will bring the lovers together, that address can bridge the boundaries of death and time-this final stanza offers more grounded terms for meeting in text. It is almost an anti-lyric address, what Jackson calls "an appropriately tentative version of a form of address that would not be an act of appropriation and perhaps not even a fiction" (157). "I cannot live with You--" can be read, according to Jackson, as a careful consideration of the consequences of epistolary address-the risk of destroying the addressee by allowing the addressee to become merely figural, rather than actual. Jackson's reading is illuminating and provocative, though does not destroy (or even substantially contradict) prior interpretations of the poem as a meditation on an intimate relationship that-because of social conventions, irreconcilable differences in faith, and perhaps other reasons-cannot and will not be consummated. In fact, these readings complement one another, in that a relationship that cannot be consummated is precisely one in which the complex problem of figuration and address would be most relevant.
Reading this poem in the context of Fascicle 33 reveals various ways in which, both formally and thematically, the question of written address (and even the specific act of sending and receiving letters) is taken up and extended. In particular, two other poems in the fascicle are closely related to "I cannot live with You -" (3.1) by the fact that they also use apostrophe-a turn away from the reader to directly address a figure who is absent. These poems form a central constellation in the fascicle: The importance of not only address, but the specific act of sending and receiving letters, is marked immediately by the fascicle's opening poem, "The Way I read a Letter's -this -" (1.1), which conveys a dramatic intensity at the moment of reading a letter:
The 
That this event is reported as a ritual in the simple present tense contributes to its exciting aura of confidentiality: it is a window into the speaker's intensely private habits, and so too, into her private space. The reader is taken behind the locked door, another symbol that sutures the poem to "I cannot live with You -." This intimate reportage also makes the enigmatic final stanza even more confounding.
The speaker refers to some unnamed person: "no one that You -know -." Who is this "no one"? So too, who is "You"? If "You" is the reader, this is a sudden turn to address which is also a coy turning away. The speaker has led us far into her private world, but only so far; she now refuses to reveal explicitly this "no one." But perhaps "You" is an apostrophe to the absent writer of the letter. The drama of this opening poem exists in the tension between these multiple sites of reading, between the address dramatized in the poem and the poem's own address. "The Way I read a Letter's -this -" also introduces "Heaven" as an important figure in the drama of the system. "Heaven" is conveyed as an elusive object of desire, but one defined only in negative terms-this is "not / The Heaven God bestow." This negative definition redoubles the coy evasion of the final stanza and invites the reader to speculate further into what "heaven" it is, since we are only told what it is not. Though later in Fascicle 33, Dickinson will play with the space between heaven in its religious and astronomical meanings, here it seems to refer to a spiritual afterlife or utopic state, perhaps even a heaven on earth offered by love and companionship. The heaven may even exist in the writing itself, in the transcendent quality of finely wrought intimate correspondence. But though the meditation on heaven seems to be inspired by the letter's reading, the heaven is not there. In fact, the letter opens up the absence of the heaven. Writing letters is one way to bridge distance between remote correspondents; the letter is a metonym for both the absence and presence. The seductive (potentially secular) figure of heaven, alongside the problem of addressing an absent figure, sets the stage for the meditations that occur throughout the rest of the fascicle. Multiple forms of "heaven" resonate throughout: heaven as personified character; heaven as the location of Christian afterlife; and the "heavens" in the sense of celestial bodies.
The ambiguity surrounding this secular heaven relates directly to the negotiation of address in "I cannot live with You -"; "The Way I read a Letter'sthis -" can be read as an enumeration of the pressure put on the reading of letters by its speaker. In fact, attention to "I cannot live with You -" can help us interpret the enigmatic final address of "The Way I read a Letter's -this -." As in "I cannot live with You -," the final stanza is another renunciation:
Peruse how infinite I am To no one that You -knowAnd sigh for lack of Heaven -but not
The Heaven God bestow -
What is so dramatic about letters, for the speaker, is the complex absence found in their text. Their promise to contract time and space (and bring the lovers close) is a fiction that must be renounced. We are not, despite the letter's promise, "infinite," but rather bound by our geographical location and the duration of our lives. Outside of the fascicle, the reference to "no one that You -know -" is almost hopelessly obscure. But when considered in the context of the renunciation of address in "I cannot live with You -" the anxiety at the core of "The Way I read a Letter's -this -" can be understood as that of transforming the addressee into a disembodied figure on the page, a "no one." Both of these poems develop a speaker troubled by address, unable to embrace its romantic fictions but nonetheless inexorably seduced by them.
Direct address is employed in Fascicle 33 only once more, in the penultimate poem (6.2). Falling where it does, on the last sheet of the fascicle, this short address provides a sense of bittersweet resolution to this leitmotif: 
This short poem is highly intertextual, and in its context it delivers greater pathos than it could as an isolated lyric. This late in the fascicle, the reader is already familiar with the addressee who is so closely and ambivalently tied to "Heaven," and separated from the speaker by a sea (whether literal or figurative). Like a short poem punctuating a letter, "You left me -Sire -two Legacies -" brings to the drama of address a new sensation: pain. If there is something oddly comforting about the final stanza of "I cannot live with You -" (although it ends with despair, it is a despair that is also "sustenance"), this penultimate lyric refigures the gulf between speaker and addressee as instead outlining new "Boundaries of Pain." The fascicle reminds us that the seductive fictions we construct around an absent lover also leave us vulnerable to wounding. As part of the system, the poem offers a plangent denouement for the drama developed in "I cannot live with You -" and "The Way I read a Letter's -this -."
This melodramatic note is balanced in the fascicle by poems asserting a wiser, more distant stance: they present a speaker who has gained a deeper understanding of the pain and disappointment involved in addressing an absent lover and has consequently steeled herself against its vicissitudes. "I meant to have but modest needs -" (5.2) is also one of the more theatrical poems in the fascicle and certainly contains its most ostentatious instance of lyric address (in this case, an indirect address). The claim to "modest needs" in the first stanza quickly becomes ironic when the speaker turns to address God: Against the calculated renunciation of address in "I cannot live with You -," the comic indulgence of this poem's fiction-complete with dimples on the faces of the "Grave Saints"-is full of bathos. There is humor in the poem read as isolated lyric, but as part of the fascicle system its play takes on a new significance. Even when the speaker tries to renounce this notion of heaven, it refuses to be given up: Abstract concepts ("Quiet Ages," "Judgment") reassert themselves and remind the speaker of her prior naiveté, the faith she had before she threw her prayer away. In fact, these personified abstract concepts are happy to hear of the speaker's naiveté, because such faith is what makes them "twinkle." Perhaps this tendency of the fiction of address to reassert itself explains the necessity of the fascicle's recursive movement. One does not resolve these issues of figuration as much as they must be continuously renounced.
The final stanza of "I meant to have but modest needs -," however, suggests that a development in the speaker toward maturity and away from gullibility has allowed her to establish a "shrewder" and less vulnerable position:
But I, grown shrewder -scan the Skies With a suspicious AirAs Children -swindled for the first All Swindlers -be -infer -
This new (perhaps somewhat cynical) wisdom echoes very closely the second poem in the fascicle, "The Child's faith is new -" (1.2), an aphoristic lyric chronicling the development of a child's naïve faith into a more mature skepticism. The poems almost seem to be re-writings on the same theme.
The final stanza's description of the child grown up mirrors-even in its syntaxthe final stanza of "I meant to have but modest needs -": 
Looking back from the fifth sheet, it becomes clear that the fascicle's first two poems ("The Way I read a Letter's -this" and "The Child's faith is new -"), though superficially unrelated, in fact introduce the major themes of the fascicle: the seductive but problematic fiction of distant address, and the achievement of various forms of wisdom that allow a more guarded, more skeptical relationship to faith, in both divine and romantic symbols. Three other poems-"They put Us far apart -" (4.1), "I should have been too glad, I see -" (5.1), and "I could suffice for him, I knew -" (6.1)-can be read, in the context of the fascicle, as further reflections on the terms of the relationship in the central drama, but from a different temporal vantage point: the poems' speakers look back on their past love and describe the events not in the heartbeating moment of a letter's unfurling, but from a cooler future perspective. All three poems also happen to describe the relationship using the metaphor of the interaction of heavenly bodies (particularly the sun, earth, and moon); these poems all look up to "scan the Skies / With a suspicious air." In June 1862, Dickinson sent an overseas letter to Samuel Bowles in which she ponders how he must remember Amherst, Massachusetts from the cultural capitals of Europe: "We wish we knew how Amherst looked, in your memory. Smaller than it did, maybe, and yet things swell, by leaving, if big in themselves" (L266). These spatial comparisons mirror the hypothetical that this poem's speaker considers: had some unspecified event occurred, it would have led to shame about her former "little Circuit." The implication is, perhaps, that it is best that this horizon-expanding event never occurred. But that implication also seems ambiguous. How bad can it be to be "too glad"? This ambiguity is only heightened as the poem develops this hypothetical reflection with language of Christian devotion: "I should have been too saved -I see -." At the end of the third stanza, the speaker, who has recited "Sabacthini" ("Why have you forsaken me?"), now explicitly figures herself as Jesus, directly addressing God: "So Savior -Crucify -." The "despair" (of distant love, of the failure of letters to fulfill their promise) becomes in this poem too overpowering, and the speaker's only option is to offer herself up for crucifixion.
What is also remarkable about "I should have been too glad, I see -" is that it contains the only text in this fascicle that we know Dickinson actually sent as correspondence. She sent the poem to the Norcrosses (though that copy is now lost) and sent only the final stanza to Susan Dickinson, some time in 1862:
Defeat whets Victory -they say -
The Reefs in Old Gethsemane
Endear the shore beyond - 
This stanza is notably distinct from the rest of the poem. Considered alone, it would not have participated in the central drama of the fascicle; in fact, it would have gravitated most readily toward one of the distant satellites ("My Portion is Defeattoday -" (2.1)). It would have also felt slight in the context of the more sophisticated meditations on despair and disappointment that are performed across the system. While this stanza undoubtedly resists and ironizes the pat aphorism ("Success is counted sweetest"), the "bleat" that it offers as an alternative is unsatisfying. "Bleat" at once casts the speaker as one of a flock, waiting to be led, as well as suggesting a semantically blank primal sounding. But with the three stanzas that are included in the version that appears in Fascicle 33 (which introduce a lyric "I"), the poem is more strongly attracted to the central drama; the final stanza can be read not as epideictic lyric but as though spoken by a speaker trying to justify not being "too glad" and "too saved." In the context of the fascicle, the final stanza does not ask us to assess its truth as aphorism, but rather experience its pathos as the wail of someone in the midst of negotiating the pain of love held distant while searching for the terms (e.g., "white sustenance") for a more sophisticated articulation of despair. "I could suffice for Him, I knew -" (6.1) continues to develop notions of size and circumference, this time even more explicitly while reflecting on a romantic relationship. Both this poem and "They put Us far apart -" are unusual in the fascicle for reporting events in the past tense. But my reading is not committed to finding a precise position for these events within a sequence of events; rather it considers the impact of that formal idiosyncrasy and suggests places where the poems exert pressure in the system. "I could suffice for Him, I knew -"restages the thinking-through of "I cannot live with You -" as an actual dialogue and employs the metaphor of gravitational force and celestial movement to describe the dynamic. 
Refiguring the dynamic via the metaphor of gravity allows a complex rendering of the speaker's agency. The power dynamic between "I" and "Him" in the opening stanza-reflected in the symmetry of the first two lines ("I could suffice for Him, I knew -/ He -could suffice for Me -")-appears to be more or less equal, a balance that is surprising, given how often Dickinson plays with positions of subservience and lordliness across her poems and letters. When the words of the correspondent enter in the second stanza, this balance is broken, but the main agent in the poem's drama seems to be not "Him" but rather language itself. Like the abstract concepts ("Quiet Ages," "Judgment") that reassert themselves against the speaker's will in "I meant to have but modest needs -" (which directly precedes "I could suffice for Him, I knew -"), here it is the rebellion of the speaker's "Syllable" that causes a sudden reorganization of the cosmos. While the tenor of the metaphor of the gravitational force enacted on the sea by the moon in the final stanza may be the relationship between the speaker and "Him," it seems to more immediately describe the relationship between "Decision" and "speech." Language and will are locked into a deterministic causal relationship and the speaker doubts her own agency within this system. We are reminded that in an epistolary romance, words are the primary agents. In "I could suffice for Him, I knew -," the speaker conjures a moment when "Syllable rebelled," and language appeared to act independently; it imposes, suddenly, its own gravitational force.
In the context of Fascicle 33, particularly in its position following close on the heels of "I cannot live with You -," "They put Us far apart -" (4.1) seems like a paranoid speculative nightmare. Unlike many of the other poems, in which the separation between speaker and addressee seems willful or circumstantial, in this poem the correspondents have been separated by an intrusive and unspecific "They." Having separated the lovers, "They" go on to threaten them with a range of violent treatments (blinding, "Guns," "Dungeons," death, staples). Against this litany, the lovers assert their ability to see: "We signified 'These see'"; "'I see Thee' each responded straight"; "Our Souls saw -just as well"; "Condemned -but just -to see -." As scholars have noted, the poem offers an almost hyperbolic example of the nineteenth-century American trope of romantic love as salvific: against all odds, the lovers are able to "see." Linda Freedman argues that the various assertions of the lovers' sight are drawn from both the New and Old Testaments, such that traditional notions of divine power and human love are juxtaposed, and "the former becomes dependent on a brute show of strength while the latter survives through a kind of spiritual communion" (151) . But at what cost does this communion in human love come? The poem's final stanza invites the reader to question whether this special sight is also a kind of blindness: This blinding "Disc" plainly recalls the face that "put out Jesus'" from earlier in the fascicle. The speaker has asserted her power to render the lover present against seemingly insurmountable odds. But the result is that even "Death" and "Paradise" recede into obscurity. As "I meant to have but modest needs -" does briefly, "They put Us far apart -" indulges the fiction that "I cannot live with You -" so methodically renounces; in doing so, "They put Us far apart -" shows that this indulgence effectively erases the world, or at least obscures the harsh reality of existence and death. The poem is a dark parody of romantic fiction, but the parodic elements are difficult to fully apprehend without the complex negotiation of address, presence, and absence-the careful placement of "You there" and "Ihere -"-that is figured elsewhere in the fascicle.
If the central drama of Fascicle 33 comprises poems that refigure, reconsider, and reflect on addresses between geographically (or, in their relationship to heaven, existentially) remote correspondents, the other poems that may on their own appear only obliquely thematically related find new relational meaning in the context of the fascicle. Many of these poems do not figure a lyric speaker that resembles those we find in the dramatic core. In some of these poems, the speakers' preoccupations (about art, marriage, military defeat) are different. In some, the voice or stylistic signature that is established across the fascicle is disrupted by unusual diction or dense rhyme that highlight the ritualistic elements of the poems and pull away from the immediacy of thought and speech achieved in poems like "I cannot live with You -." Three (arguably four) poems work in a purely epideictic mode, and do not present any fictional elements that seem to directly participate in the drama of the fascicle. That being said, these more remote poem-planets are an important part of the fascicle's pleasure; in the context of the fascicle, they take on new resonances and reformulate central themes without presenting speakers who seem directly involved in the narrative threads, at times like a chorus. "Size circumscribes -it has no room" (3.2) is one such poem that extends, in an epideictic mode, the fascicle's meditations on the theme of size and circumference, while also delivering a winking meta-textual irony: The poem quite clearly states its aphoristic truth: things that are large tend to ignore things that are small; in fact, they won't even tolerate them. Sharing, as it does, a sheet with one of the longer poems Dickinson ever wrote, the poem can be understood in at least two ways. It may complement "I cannot live with You -," arguing for the stately necessity of that poem's length. A poem of that length and impact cannot dally with the trivial, tolerating in its scope only weighty themes: love, loneliness, faith, hope, despair. On the other hand, the poem's own form belies its content. The poem itself-only two stanzas long-is small, but its tone is surefooted and pedantic. It is also worth noting that, following directly a poem that uses "I" ten times, "Size circumscribes -it has no room" instead employs the more universalized voice of aphorism. Just as the "i" is removed in the space between "Giant" and "Gnat," the poem eschews the lyric "I" in favor of epideictic speech that offers wisdom about the world directly to its audience without reference to its own speaker. This ambiguous relationship between the two poems on Sheet Three complicates other moments in the fascicle that play with size and circumference. For example, Sheet Three complicates the speaker's wistful lament that her "little Circuit would have shamed / This new Circumference" in "I should have been too glad, I see -." Had she gained the "new Circumference," perhaps she would have missed the little things. This poem perhaps provides the most conclusive evidence against imagining a direct correlation between "matter" and stanza length in the fascicle systems, and instead working with and between a range of formal, thematic, and dramatic elements to determine particular attractions between poems. Sheets One and Two also contain pairs of poems that, like "Size circumscribes -it has no room," resonate formally and thematically throughout the system. The first of these pairs, appearing at the end of Sheet One, formally prepares the reader for the recursive and nonlinear development of narrative and thematic elements. "Except the Heaven had come so near -" (1.3) describes the heightened disappointment and pain after a "Heaven" has come teasingly close to the speaker's "Door," only to never actually arrive. In the second poem, "He" arrives. "To My Small Hearth His fire came -" (4.1) describes a speaker overwhelmed by a blinding and sun-like presence. Choosing between these two alternative events is not the question; instead, the two poems trace limits of possibility, both of which lead to disappointment and pain, between which the speaker must find terms for survival. Early in the fascicle, this "Heaven" (who both comes so close, never to arrive, and also bursts in with great force) is an abstract and mysterious figure; as the notion of "heaven" develops across the system, we may read back onto these poems the absent addressee, the distant lover, the "heaven" espoused by the Christian faith, and the secular heaven found in love. This more robust understanding of "heaven" enriches this early pair, and in turn these two poems dramatize two limits-overwhelming expectation and overwhelming realization-that come to represent the emotional and existential extremes between which the themes of the fascicles will develop. Either "heaven" will arrive or he will not, and either scenario drags along its vicissitudes; the fascicle explores and discovers how to live in such a world.
This first set of poems-only remotely linked to the fascicle's central dramais immediately followed by another pair. Sheet Two presents alternate responses to disappointment and defeat, one male and one female. "My Portion is Defeat -today -" (2.1), like Dickinson's famous "Success is counted sweetest," presents a speaker who apparently has been defeated in battle. The second stanza languishes in the carnage of this defeat: 
The speaker's elaboration of the defeat is hopelessly morbid; he seems almost to fetishize the pain of his disappointment, wallowing in the list of "Piles of solid Moan," etc. If the male character falls into a cycle of morbid fascination with defeat, the female character of "I am ashamed -I hide -," by contrast, appears to have fallen into the opposite trap: she builds an elaborate mask of femininity ("Fabrics of Cashmere"; "Fingers -to frame -my Round Hair") to hide herself from opprobrium. The speaker develops from the coquettish shame of the opening stanza into the emboldened assertion of matrimony at its conclusion: "Baptizedthis Day -a bride." The poem provides a playful satire of femininity. Neither the male nor the female character on Sheet Two provides an auspicious model for selfrealization. Like the pair that precedes it, the poems on this sheet delineate two limits, in this case, those presented by gender conventions. Walking the emotional tightrope between expectation and realization, between the secular heaven offered by love and the pain attendant to our finite existence, will require traversing the boundaries of gender. The final poem of the fascicle, "No Man can compass a Despair -" (6.3), bears down on the difficulty of this tightrope walk while reiterating many of the fascicle's themes with some of its most enigmatic formulations. Notions of time and space that have been troubled throughout the system (our boundedness in place and time, "the Door ajar / That Oceans are," etc.) are now asserted as impossible to measure. Michael Snediker teases out the spatio-temporal complexity of the poem, whose traveler proceeds "No faster than a mile at once." "How fast is a mile?" Snideker asks. "A mile per what? What are we measuring, and how? The poem… seems less a lyric than a very hard problem on a high school math test" (92). But this complexity of formulation matches the complexity of the system for which it is the final plangency. The poem may appear to be a grim final note but, in the context of the fascicle, we can reconsider its message. We can position the "Man" in this final poem as quite distinct from the speakers who constitute the central drama of the fascicle. This "Man," ignorant of his own pain, unaware of his surroundings ("Unconscious that the Sun / Be setting on His progress") echoes the blinded lovers of "They put Us far apart -." Love lost can stupefy as strongly as love naively indulged. So too, is there a gravitational pull between the compassing of pain in the final poem and the reckless accumulation ("Piles of solid Moan," "Chips of Blank") performed by the male speaker of "My Portion is Defeat -today -." In its encompassing fascicle system, this final poem can be read as a reminder that a route through pain will not be found via the performance of conventional gender roles (or at least, conventional masculine roles). "No Man can compass a Despair" says the speaker; instead, it will take something (someone) more than that, something closer to the caution in "I cannot live with You -" or the coy evasion in "The Way I read a Letter's -this -."
My analysis has not touched on two poems-"Me from Myself -to banish -" (4.2) and "Doom is the House without the Door -" (4.3)-which happen to sit beside each other on Sheet Four. Though interesting in themselves, neither poem gravitates immediately to any of the central thematic or formal matters of the fascicle. The planetary system model does not require that accounts of the fascicles be hermetic or comprehensive; the point is rather to find the formal or thematic preoccupations that give the system its shape, and then suggest ways that outlying poems might be read in that context. I will leave to other readers the question of how these two short lyrics participate in (or themselves change) the fascicle's system.
Fascicle 33 is formally idiosyncratic in its unusual predominance of long poems. Dickinson's most frequent fascicle sheet design is 4-4-2-2: two lyrics of four quatrains followed by two lyrics of two quatrains. As one can see from this diagram mapping the approximate shape of each sheet, only Sheet One follows this standard pattern (and even then, with a minor variation in the second poem) and none of the six sheets in Fascicle 33 look alike: Figure 7 . The Shape of the Sheets in Fascicle 33 "I cannot live with You -," with its length, strong voice, and formal idiosyncrasy, invites a reading that identifies thematic linkages across the fascicle. If other fascicles were conceived of and mapped as planetary systems, one might focus on clusters of poems and the interactions between clusters, rather than give such weight to individual poems. In addition, rather than thematic elements, the centers of gravity or intensity might be found in formal affinities between poems (e.g., patterns of rhyme or rhythm, poetic forms, or repetitions of figurative language).
The fascicles are already being read in ways that resemble, at times, the planetary system heuristic. For example, Paul Crumbley's analysis of the themes of publication versus "intrinsic renown" in Fascicle 40 reads across the fascicle to identify formal and thematic consistencies, which he describes as "clusters": "a surprising number of poems in this fascicle cluster around the idea that the poet must rely on the choices of others to determine whether the tenderer experiment has succeeded" (208). Dorothy Oberhaus, in Emily Dickinson's Fascicles: Method and Meaning, reads Fascicle 40 instead as a religious meditation, thinking expansively about formal and thematic affinities between poems, such as numeric patterns, setting, address, poetic form, etc. While both of these studies were crucial for my own thinking on the fascicles, both also ultimately treat the fascicles as sequence (either summarizing or proceeding through the poems in order) rather than as system. However, conceiving of the fascicles as planetary systems offers a more limber and exciting way to discover aesthetic unities without relying on sameness or sequence. This method seems of a piece with the loose and recursive aesthetic sense found within the individual poems themselves. Miller's new edition for the first time allows general readers to confront the poems as Dickinson arranged, folded, and sewed them together; diagramming and charting these groupings as dynamic systems will reveal new and more vivid configurations.
Notes
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1. Melanie Hubbard, for example, argues that when understood in her own historical context, Dickinson's fascicles are likely "bookkeeping structures like scrapbooks" (Dickinson's Fascicles 35) and therefore should not be understood as having any intentional aesthetic unity.
2. The analysis is bogged down by detailed comparisons to Walt Whitman, including extended speculation on whether or not Dickinson read Leaves of Grass, a question that seems ultimately of little importance; given the plain aesthetic and ideological differences between the poets, I see no reason not to take Dickinson's dismissal of Whitman-" I never read his Book -but was told it was disgraceful"-at face value. The
